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Question
[IMAGE] This is a logo for which Japanese clothing company?
[IMAGE] Which variety of glasses is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Name either of the Oscar winners pictured here.

4

[IMAGE] Which peninsula (in red) separates the Bay of Plenty from Hauraki Gulf?

5

[IMAGE] This is the coat of arms for which Italian family?
[IMAGE] Who became an instant antihero in 2008 when he hosted a house party
while his parents were interstate? [Either first or last name is acceptable]
[IMAGE] Which former leader of the Republic of China (b. 1887 d. 1975) is pictured
here?
[IMAGE] Which blind Italian tenor (b. 1958) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] What is the stage name of the British singer born Florian Cloud de
Bounevialle O'Malley Armstrong in 1971?
[IMAGE] Which American television personality, author and supposed psychic
medium (b. 1969) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] It's also known as table soccer or table football, but by what one-word
name is this game best known?
[IMAGE] Which Argentine football player (b. 1952) played over 200 games for
Tottenham Hotspur?
[IMAGE] Which TV series featured this duo?
[IMAGE] What name is shared by a 1971 film starring Clint Eastwood, and its 2017
remake starring Nicole Kidman?
'The Son of Man' by surrealist Rene Magritte depicts a businessman in a bowler hat
with his face obscured by a what fruit?
What is the common name for the plant of the ginger family with the botanical name
Curcuma longa? Native to south-east Asia, its deep yellow/orange powder has
several uses including dyeing and a flavour for curries.
In Greek mythology, which goddess is the personification of rainbows and
messenger of the gods?
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18 Dampier Archipelago is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
19 Muscatel is a variety of which drink?
20 In 2016, what was the largest of the Japanese car manufacturers by sales?
21 In which 1973 James Bond film does the character Solitaire appear?
Which American screenwriter's credits include 'Silkwood' (1983), 'When Harry Met
22
Sally' (1989), and 'Sleepless in Seattle' (1993)?
23 Who directed 'Broken Arrow' (1996) and 'Face/Off' (1997)?
Which French actress played the title role in the 1967 Luis Bunuel film 'Belle De
24
Jour'?
A French staple, what is the two-word name for a baked or fried ham and cheese
25
sandwich?
The Opus Dei institution was founded by Catholic priest Jose Maria Escrivá in 1928 in
26
which country?
27 Antananarivo is the capital city of which island nation?
28 In 1865 William Booth founded which charitable organisation?
29 The Tripitaka is the holy book of which religion?
30 Which family built and owns the Toowoomba Wellcamp Airport?
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31 Which country has a birth rate of zero?
In moments of good humour, Napoleon would pinch (or tug) his friends on which
32
body part?
33 In which US city did Henry Ford establish his first car factory in 1903?
34 Literally speaking, what has happened to a defenestrated object?
35 What is the official romanization system for Standard Chinese?
36 What poet wrote the traditional lyrics to 'Auld Lang Syne'?
To within 10%, how many regular season games does each Major League Baseball
37
team play?
38

The story may be apocryphal, but the entire six-word ''novel" attributed to Ernest
Hemingway runs "For Sale: baby shoes," followed by what two words?

The breed of cattle known as AIS (aka Shorthorns) is named for which region of
Australia?
In 1975 then Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen controversially appointed
40
which disaffected ALP member to a casual Senate vacancy?
Which specific piece of music by Wagner was used as the theme for the 1979 film
41
'Apocalypse Now'?
42 Clifford Park racecourse is located in which Queensland city?
39

43 Which English county team has won the county cricket championships most often?
44 What is the more common term for the medical condition hypotension?
Adele in 2015 and Lionel Ritchie in 1984 had hits with unrelated songs that shared
45
which one-word title?
46 What name is given to art of trimming shrubs and trees into clearly defined shapes?
47 What British city is nicknamed 'Auld Reekie'?
48 Ruud Gullit represented which country in football (soccer)?
On 28 September 2018, a shallow earthquake struck Minahassa Peninsula, part of
49
which Indonesian island?
50 Which politician co-authored the 2004 book ‘Judo: History, Theory, Practice’?
51 Which type of cross appears on the Queensland flag?
52 Which American rapper recorded the 2013 album “Magna Carta Holy Grail”?
What was the name of Yuri Gagarin's space capsule in which he orbited the Earth in
1961?
54 Cincinnati and Cleveland are cities in which US state?
53

55

Though often in the shadow of Carl Lewis, which American sprinter once held the
100 metre world record and was twice world champion over 200 metres?

56 Which American soul duo had a 2006 hit with 'Crazy'?
Distinguished by the presence of alumina and silica (SiO2), what is the single most
57
abundant mineral group on Earth?
58 Which playing card was a 1980 hit for the British rock band Motörhead?
59 Westphalia is a region in which European country?
60 The presidential retreat Camp David is located in which U.S. state?
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